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In the face of desperation, the scattered voices of
many are heard by none 
And we have long since passed the point when
something must be done 
So feel the hope within this movement,now feel your
own strength 
There is motivation in urgency, the power of change to
break traditions chains 
To put past what brings us pain, to no longer feel the
shame 
The battle has begun, the battle lines been drawn 
Anarchy and peace is what we want, so who's side are
you on? 
In every city of every country the voiceless few are so
many, and just like you and me 
They are waiting to demand a peace, a movement
rising ,so feel the hope within this movement 
Feel your own strength! 
There is motivation in urgency, the power of change to
break traditions chains 
To put past what brings us pain, to no longer feel the
shame 
The battle has begun, the battle lines been drawn 
Anarchy and peace is what we want, so who's side are
you on? 
There's a statement made in everything you do so
never dismiss the power for change within you 
It cannot be stopped by guns if we stand true. Their
guns are useless. Our weapon is truth. 
We are the "system", the system is just people, form
governments to corporations 
It still comes down to individuals. There is no system
without participation, 
If You change within, then we win. That is my solution,
that's the revolution. 
No bloody confrontations, just humanity's realization 
That the truth behind the evils of the system 
That we created them so we may therefore reject them.
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